= 1, and
Hn(x; g) = I Hn-i(x -z; g)dHi(z; g).
«/o
We shall show by a probabilistic approach (distribution functions, the moment problem, etc.) that the only functions satisfying this system of equations for fixed a, 0<a^2, are g(x) =cx, where c is a constant. It will then be seen that this result is a probabilistic analogue of the well known Cauchy functional equation. Also an application of this result to statistics is presented. Since when g satisfies (2), so does/, a fortiori (4) and (1) Q.E.D.
We now see, combining the preceding theorems, that in the case under consideration, if the Cauchy functional equation (2) is satisfied, then the function must be g(x) =cx, where c is a constant.
The following statistical result may be proved using the preceding theorem. Jo r(«)j9«
Mr. Seiji Nabeya [2] has obtained a proof for the case a= 1 when F(x) is not assumed to be continuous.
